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Devils Harvest - Shoreline
Sensi SK x Oasis
Shoreline is an old Sensi Skunk strain which made its way to the
USA and there a group in Texas selected it. Sometime later, after
a Grateful Dead concert in the Shoreline Amphitheater, the clone
received its name and began to spread around the world.
From what we know the original Shoreline has been long lost
but somewhere along the way someone of this crew made a cross
of Shoreline with an Oasis male from Dutch Passion in order to
preserve the strain. Again it was grown out and another clone was
selected and this is the clone we are using today.
This is one of the stinkiest strains we have ever used. It has the
really strong aroma of an old school skunk. What makes it unique
is that the smell comes through on the taste. It is unusual to find a
strain that carries a smell and flavor that are the same.
This is an 8-week strain with an old skunk look, very easy to grow,
with a fast flower. She turns purple after week 6 and begins to smell
the room.
Shoreline is a must strain for everyone and will make anyone’s top
list. We have been honored to work with this strain and now we can
bring this unique clone to seed form by making S1 seeds.
Link: www.kiwiland.com/cannabis-seeds/devils-harvest-seeds/devils-harvestshoreline-35235.html

Cannabis Seeds specifications
Brand
Gender
Type
Genetics
High
Flowering
Height
Yield
Prizes
Medical
Climate

Devil’s Harvest Seeds
Feminized seeds
Indoor ; Greenhouse
Sativa Dominant
Heavy stoned
60 - 70 days
50 - 100 cm
400 - 500 grams per m2
First prize ; Second prize
High THC / High CBD
Cool ; Temperate ; Hot
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Product label
3 seeds (fem)
5 seeds (fem)
10 seeds (fem)

Product code
SDVH1050
SDVH1052
SDVH1054

Price exc.
19,83 euro
28,93 euro
49,59 euro

Vat
21.0 %
21.0 %
21.0 %
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Price inc.
24,00 euro
35,00 euro
60,00 euro

